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MENNEKES presents next gen charging stations 
AMTRON 4You and AMTRON 4Business for charging at home and in the 
commercial sector 

Individual, smart and easy to install - these are the key features of the new wallbox portfolio that 
eMobility pioneer MENNEKES is presenting this week at light+building in Frankfurt. AMTRON 
4You is the new, innovative product family that covers the entire spectrum of home charging - 
from simple to intelligent, depending on the customer's requirements. AMTRON 4Business is 
the first in a series of charging stations for professional charging in semi-public areas, e.g. in 
companies or large residential complexes. The highlight for the user of the charger is the 
concept of interchangeable front covers: eleven different colors are available as accessories, 
which can be easily changed. The advantage for the installer: simple installation of the devices 
was a consistent focus during development. An installer app guides you through installation and 
commissioning and makes it easier to manage the charging station later on. 

AMTRON 4You - the whole world of charging at home in one product family 

The requirements for charging at home are diverse, the demands individual. That's why 
AMTRON 4You is available in three versions. The entry-level device, AMTRON 4You 100, 
focuses purely on easy charging. AMTRON 4You 300 offers access protection via RFID and is 
also suitable for solar charging. Thanks to an external meter, the charger is manufacturer-
independent for solar charging and can be easily integrated into existing PV systems. The 
smartest and most convenient member of the AMTRON 4You family is the 500 version. In 
addition to app operation, the charging station also impresses with smart PV charging with 
leading energy management systems and simple data export, e.g. for billing the charging 
current for the company car to the employer. For an extra dose of convenience and safety, 
AMTRON 4You 500 has integrated floor lighting with a proximity sensor.  

The user can choose from a wide range of colors with eleven different front covers as 
accessories. The covers can be changed in a few simple steps if the look of the charging 
station is supposed to be changed. "We have taken the product name 4You literally with our 
new chargers," explains MENNEKES Managing Director Volker Lazzaro. "They can be visually 
customized - with subtle or bright colors, depending on your taste. An individual charging profile 
can also be stored. And very importantly, they are 100% climate-neutral and made in 
Germany." 

AMTRON 4Business 700 - professional charging in companies or residential complexes 

With AMTRON 4Business 700, MENNEKES is also presenting its new wallbox series for 
intelligent charging in the commercial sector at the trade fair. In addition to the technical 
features of AMTRON 4You, the 4Business series also impresses with its flexible backend 
connection (OCPP) and mobile radio modem. An externally readable MID meter is integrated, 
as is access protection via RFID. With the AMTRON 4Business series, installers benefit from 
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the installation app developed especially for them, which enables efficient and fast 
configuration, commissioning and management of the charging point. 

“"Charging my way!" was the motto when developing the Next Gen charging systems. Focused 
precisely on customer needs, modern, elegant and functionally equipped: this is how we 
understand next-generation charging," summarizes Volker Lazzaro.  

AMTRON 4You 100 and 300 are available immediately, AMTRON 4You 500 and AMTRON 
4Business 700 will be delivered from the beginning of July. 

 

 

Photo 1 (MENNEKES): AMTRON 4You and 4Business are particularly easy to install. A 
pedestal allows two chargers to be installed back to back to save space. 

 

Photo 2 (MENNEKES): The charging stations can be easily customized with interchangeable 
front covers in eleven colors. 
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Photo 3 (MENNEKES): AMTRON 4You has been specially developed for charging at home - 
from simple to intelligent. 

 

Photo 4 (MENNEKES): AMTRON 4You and 4Business can be securely installed outdoors - 
access protection via RFID is integrated. 

 

  


